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Can Korea Survive U.S.-China Rivalry?

By William H. Overholt 
(Senior Fellow at Harvard University)

Fear about the tension between South Korea’s security dependence on the U.S. and 
its strong economic ties to China are exaggerated. South Korea is much better off 
with diversified ties than with dependence on one big power. The experience of 
security dependence on the U.S. and predominant economic ties to China is univer-
sal along China’s maritime periphery. Countries with weak economies and weak poli-
ties succumb to Chinese pressures, while strong countries like South Korea thrive.
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South Korean commentators and some strategists have become obsessed with the problem of 
balancing economic dependence on China with security dependence on the United States. Chinese 
diplomats have done their best to heighten South Koreans’ concern about this seeming contradic-
tion. But it may not a�er all be such a dilemma or contradiction.

History of the dilemma
�e best way to think about this apparent dilemma is to ask, what is the alternative? Suppose South 
Korea were dependent on China for both its economic vitality and its national security. �en China 
would own South Korea. �at would be the worst possible situation. So perhaps the dilemma is not 
so bad a�er all. A review of the history and the regional situation can put this in perspective.

�ere was a long period a�er 1950 when South Korea was totally dependent on the U.S. for both 
national security and economic support. �at worked reasonably well because the U.S. was not 
trying to subjugate South Korea. But it was a manifestation of national weakness, a weakness that 
South Koreans would not want to repeat.

�roughout much of the Cold War South Korea depended on the U.S. for its security against a 
hostile North Korea, a hostile Soviet Union and a hostile and subversive China, a potentially peril-
ous situation. By the 1980s its trade became relatively balanced among the U.S., Japan and Europe. 
�is made security decisions relatively easy—go with the U.S. �e balanced trade links did not impose
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severe constraints on Seoul, although the economy was heavily dependent on Japanese technology. 
Overall, this was a dangerous strategic situation.

A�er the Cold War, neither Russia nor China was hostile. �ey o�en had opinions opposed to South 
Korea’s regarding how to manage North Korea, but over time they both came to have much be�er 
relations with Seoul than with Pyongyang, due to strong economic interests and to appreciation that 
South Korea’s policies were more conducive to regional stability than North Korea’s while its 
economy o�ered a�ractive opportunities.

�e miracle years of China’s growth made China a much bigger customer and a much bigger platform 
for South Korean investment and exports. Seoul is packed with Chinese tourists and every young 
Chinese woman who can a�ord it wants to have some plastic surgery done in South Korea. �e price 
of prosperity, of course, is that South Korean trade, no longer balanced among Japan, Europe, the U.S. 
and China, is strongly skewed to China. �at is a huge economic bene�t for South Korea, but does it 
create a security dilemma?

�roughout Paci�c Asia, the dilemma is pervasive: security versus economics in relations with China. 
China’s goal is to extend its power and territory through superior power while using economic levers 
to induce acquiescence. �e Philippines provides a particularly salient case. China is seizing control 
of disputed reefs and rocks very close to the Philippines, excluding Filipino �shermen from their 
traditional �shing grounds, building arti�cial islands, and protecting Chinese �shermen who illegally 
slaughter endangered giant clams and deliberately use their ships’ engines to destroy reefs. When the 
Philippine government complains or takes action, China initiates low level economic warfare, 
instructing its state enterprises not to invest in the Philippines, canceling Chinese tour groups, and 
leaving Philippine bananas to rot on Chinese docks. Similarly, when Japan seized a Chinese �shing 
boat that had rammed a Japanese coast guard cu�er, China cut o� exports of badly needed rare earths.

A regional dilemma, not a South Korean dilemma

In addition to economic sticks, China deploys economic carrots. It has opened its markets to South-
east Asian countries, in some cases faster than its trade agreements required. It has made many valu-
able economic concessions to Taiwan, some of which speci�cally bene�t the farmers in southern 
Taiwan, hoping to win the support of Taiwan’s people in general and the opposition-supporting 
southern farmers in particular.

How has this worked for China? In the case of relatively helpless countries, it has worked well for 
China, at least in the short run. In Myanmar, there are areas where citizens of Myanmar cannot go 
without Chinese permission. Planned dams on Myanmar rivers will provide 90 percent of their power 
output to China and displace large numbers of local people without proper compensation. And much 
else. Similarly, when ASEAN was about to make a statement on South China Sea issues, at the time 
when Cambodia chaired ASEAN, China provided large amounts of aid to Cambodia in return for 
blocking the ASEAN joint statement. In sum, helpless countries are helpless in the face of Chinese 
economic and geopolitical leverage. Vulnerable Laos is about to be tested at the coming ASEAN meeting.
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But the Chinese strategy has worked poorly with countries that are not helpless. �e Philippines is 
very weak, but it has an alliance with the U.S. and has felt su�ciently con�dent not to kowtow to 
Chinese economic pressures. Indonesia, with informal support from the U.S. but mainly on its own, 
stood up to China regarding sovereignty over the Natuna islands, a claim with negative implications 
for China’s nine-dash line, and China accepted the Indonesian position. Likewise, Malaysia has 
remained steadfast even without a U.S. alliance.

Taiwan has been the sternest test of the China’s strategy of using economic incentives to gain accep-
tance of its geopolitical assertions. �e incentives to Taiwan have been proportionately stronger than 
to anywhere else, but Taiwan has increasingly rejected China. Popular opinion has swung away from 
a Chinese, or joint Chinese-Taiwanese, sense of personal identity in favor of an overwhelming 
Taiwanese identity. And of course Taiwan has elected a DPP government that is hostile to China’s 
claim of sovereignty over it.

Of the neighbors, aside from Japan, South Korea has the strongest economy and the strongest polity. 
It is be�er positioned even than Vietnam and Indonesia to take care of itself, to maintain its security 
in partnership with the U.S., regardless of any potential economic sanctions or blandishments from 
China.

�e lesson is that China’s economic sanctions and incentives exercise e�ective political power over 
impoverished, politically weak neighbors but have back�red with all countries that can stand up for 
themselves. All bene�t from strong economic ties with China. Almost all have been evolving toward 
stronger security relationships with the U.S. �at now includes Vietnam, a country with a history of 
standing up to strong Chinese sovereignty pressures over a millennium. A strong military, a relatively 
strong economy, and some degree of security cooperation with the U.S. ensure sovereignty and policy 
autonomy. 

Korea’s strength

Even this characterization understates the strength of South Korea’s position. �e ROK’s geopolitical 
stature has been steadily rising while Japan’s has been steadily declining for a quarter century. Korean 
technology is vastly be�er and more innovative than China’s; it has beaten Japan in key areas like cell 
phones and it is catching up in areas like cars. It manages much more e�ectively in a globalizing world 
than Japan does.

Moreover, China needs South Korea. It needs a good relationship with South Korea to balance Japan. 
It needs South Korean technology and investment. It needs South Korean cooperation to make its 
ambitious One Belt One Road project work; if an important country like South Korea were to reject 
the Chinese approach, then people like the Mongolians who want to build their railroads to a di�erent 
gauge than China’s will be energized.

In contrast with China’s approach to other maritime disputes, it plays down its maritime disputes with 
South Korea; in conferences, China’s experts say the dispute over Ieodo is the easiest in the region to 
solve. Because it is the swing power in Northeast Asia, and because of the alliance with the U.S., South
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Korea has a very strong bargaining position with China. It can use that position in economic 
bargaining--for instance over the various free trade zone concepts. And it can use that position to 
negotiate more e�ectively over Ieodo and over North Korea.

Likewise, due to its economic and other ties with China, Seoul has considerable bargaining power 
with Washington and Tokyo. In recent years, a Washington fearful about China has tended to defer to 
Japanese positions, even providing strong backing a�er Tokyo set o� a gratuitous con�ict with China 
by purchasing the Senkaku/Diaoyu islands. Seoul’s balancing position gives it the ability to stand up 
for its interests. When Washington presses Seoul to align with Tokyo, Seoul has a choice. Seoul can 
use the U.S. bases as a bargaining chip regarding North Korea. If Chinese policy toward North Korea 
causes di�culties for South Korea, Seoul can always reinforce ties with Washington. If Beijing can 
help negotiate a uni�cation deal, then Seoul can tell Washington it may have to give up the bases in 
connection with uni�cation. Neither China nor Washington can impose their will on Seoul’s bargain-
ing position. And, very importantly, strong security ties to the U.S. and strong economic ties to China 
balance substantial technological dependence on Japan and limit Japan’s geopolitical in�uence on 
Korea. South Korea has diplomatic space in which to maneuver.

Maintaining diplomatic space
It is to South Korea’s interest to maintain its balance and to maintain its diplomatic space for maneu-
ver. It needs security support from the U.S., but its security also bene�ts from China’s desire for stabil-
ity on the Korean peninsula. It wants optimum economic bene�ts from China, so it may wish to join 
RCEP, but it also bene�ts economically from the U.S. and Japan, so it may wish to join TPP. It has 
plenty of space, and that space is increasing as long as South Korea is a strong economy and a strong 
polity.

So long as there is no great war, South Korea’s vulnerabilities do not come primarily from the tension 
between security links with the U.S. and economic links with China. �e vulnerabilities come from 
any potential domestic threat to its position as a strong and rising middle power. Its economic vulner-
ability comes from having the economy dominated by a very small number of �rms. Its political 
vulnerability comes from domestic political polarization. �e key to successfully managing the 
relationships with China and the U.S. (as well as Japan) is in managing these domestic issues wisely.

At the margin, the ROK will always face di�cult choices. Right now, there is the debate of THAAD, 
the missile defense system needed as a shield against North Korean a�acks on South Korea and Japan 
(and perhaps eventually the U.S.). China objects. �e U.S. pressed South Korea not to join AIIB, pres-
sure that Seoul (rightly) rebu�ed. More importantly, Washington wants its troops in Korea to be 
postured for regional contingencies beyond Korea, including Taiwan, and Seoul has refused to 
commit publicly to such use. Sometimes the ROK disappoints China, sometimes the U.S. �ere will 
be many such issues, but they are issues at the margin so long as the U.S.-China relationship mini-
mizes the risk of actual warfare.

�e February 2016 DPRK missile launch has reinforced Washington’s determination to install THAAD.
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It has intensely annoyed both Washington and Beijing, but has not altered the strategic position of 
either power. (Some in�uential Chinese scholars are becoming resigned to North Korea’s being a 
permanent nuclear weapon state. But a Weibo poll in China found two-thirds of the Chinese surveyed 
willing to support a U.S. military strike against DPRK nuclear installations.) 

The views expressed here are those of the author and do not reflect any official position of the East Asia Foundation.

Unfortunately the di�cult issues at the margin will probably get tougher in the immediate future than 
they have been in the recent past. Washington has always had a debate between those who believed 
that a rising China was an inherent risk and those who believed that welcoming China’s success would 
ensure its integration into a stable global system. President Xi has adopted very assertive positions on 
maritime issues (other than the dispute with South Korea), on domestic human rights issues, and on 
relations with foreign business and this has shi�ed Washington’s balance toward a con�ictful posture. 
Conversely, U.S. provocative surveillance, U.S. support for Japan in the wake of the national 
government’s purchase of the Senkaku/Diaoyu islands, U.S. support for India as a counterbalance to 
China, U.S. opposition to the AIIB, and U.S. opposition to China’s assertiveness in the South China 
Sea have strengthened those in China who believe that the U.S. is trying to encircle and constrain 
China.

Notwithstanding the di�cult choices Seoul has to make at the margin, Washington is largely content 
with President Park’s policy of maintaining strong ties with both the U.S. and China. When President 
Park visited Beijing before Washington, this created some anxiety. �e greatest concerns have come 
over Seoul’s uneasy relationship with Tokyo. Washington is obsessed with China and sees any prob-
lems between its two big Asian allies as an irritating distraction. But President Park has kept the 
alliance strong and compromised the comfort women issue with Tokyo. Would Washington like 
every South Korean decision to go its way? Of course. Do national security hardliners fret about 
Seoul’s warmth toward Beijing? Of course. Will Seoul be caught in the middle as Washington tries to 
insist (unrealistically) that Beijing use its leverage to stop North Korea’s missile tests? Of course. But, 
aside from concern over occasionally tense Japan-South Korea relations, the Washington foreign 
policy establishment is not having any big disagreements with Seoul's China policy or about the alter-
natives Seoul's China policy should consider.

As Sino-American tensions increase, Seoul’s diplomacy will confront an increasing number of 
increasingly delicate choices. But as long as South Korea keeps its economy and polity strong, these 
choices will be tactical and will not force grand strategic realignments. South Korea’s position is very 
strong.

If South Korea could se�le its minor maritime dispute with China in a mutually reasonable way, that 
could set a precedent and improve the tone of geopolitical relations throughout Asia. It could make 
Seoul a major regional leader.
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